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Abstract
Virtual money is a product of specific cryptocurrency algorithms, where no particular institution or authority controls the circulation of this digital money or underlying assets for which there is no basis for pricing and consumer protection. By ceding the money system into the market, Cryptocurrencies require legality considerations. This research aims to explain cryptocurrency as a means of payment from the perspective of Islamic Law. This research uses a literature review or normative approach. The results showed that a Legal Vacuum or the empty laws governing Cryptocurrencies could potentially negatively impact. This is because there is the principle of haram li ghairihi, where something contains an element of uncertainty. In the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) perspective through Fatwa No. 116/DSN/-MUI/IX/2017, cryptocurrency is included in the concept of sharia maqashid due to uncertainty of containing element maysir (gambling).
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Introduction
Cryptocurrency is a digital currency that has a blockchain building system. Cryptocurrency technology itself does not require third parties in its transactions, which can be convenient and transparent among its users (Bhianara, 2018). It is further said that blockchain is an algorithmic code that cannot be changed in performing transaction records. This interconnected and connected model underlies cryptocurrencies that do not require any particular authority or institution to regulate and supervise them. Irawan said blockchain could be used as a new discourse in transactions during the Covid-19 pandemic (Irawan et al., 2020). This is due to the high security and success rate without involving third parties.

Digital money began to appear in 2009 and continues to grow today (Khasanah & Farida, 2021). The high enthusiasm for cryptocurrencies increased demand amid limited stock. Its value is...
increasingly high by some as an investment tool or trading commodity, where profits are obtained through the difference in selling and purchase prices. The popularity of Cryptocurrencies has caused various parties to study to anticipate the potential for a financial crisis (Rejeb et al., 2021).

Digital currencies or cryptocurrencies or known as cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, have provoked many parties to learn and have it. In Indonesia itself, Bitcoin has been used as a means of investment, transactions, and remittances or transfers to different countries (Saputra, 2018). Huda dan Hambali noted that based on the Global Web Index survey, about 10% of internet users in Indonesia have a cryptocurrency (Huda & Hambali, 2020). It is also mentioned that Indonesia is included in the list of the top 5 countries with the highest interest in cryptocurrency.

Each cryptocurrency has a different character (Widyastuti & Hermanto, 2021). Furthermore, it is said that some of the digital money mats that are widely known and have high value and are attractive to users of the digital currency are Bitcoin / BTC; Ethereum/ETH; Bitcoin Cash/BCH; Tether/USDT; Cardano/ADA; Polkadot/DOT; Chainlink/LINK; Litecoin/LTC; UNISWAP; Ripple/XRP. Bitcoin is the most volatile and most mined digital currency.

Figure 1. Bitcoin Transactions
Source: (Tampi, 2017); (Bhiantara, 2018)
The concept used by Bitcoin is a privatization concept, where every user is free to commit to asset ownership. Its users have a full range of licenses and designations, in contrast to the management offered by conventional systems (Yusup, 2020). Furthermore, it is said, as a currency, Bitcoin guarantees the confidentiality of its owner because any financial institution does not bind it.

In comparison, (Amboro & Christi, 2019) describes existing regulations in Singapore and Japan related to Cryptocurrencies that can be used as a reference for law in Indonesia, as follows:

### Table 1. Japan-Singapore Cryptocurrency Regulation Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Jepang</th>
<th>Singapura</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equation</td>
<td>1. Have cryptocurrency regulatory regulations</td>
<td>1. In addition to focusing on the prevention of laundering and terrorist financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The use of cryptocurrencies is legal.</td>
<td>2. It is a service provider with a 7% tax.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Maintaining the security of the country’s economy</td>
<td>1. Regulations focused on the prevention of laundering and terrorist financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>1. Regulations focused on the prevention of laundering and terrorist financing</td>
<td>2. Is income with a tax of 5-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Is income with a tax of 5-45%</td>
<td>2. In addition to focusing on the prevention of laundering and terrorist financing, regulations also regulate the risk of cryptocurrencies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Japan is a country that is one step ahead in terms of regulation by mentioning cryptocurrency not as a currency recognized by the government but as an asset so that it can be done in payment methods. Cryptocurrency is a digital asset with material properties attached to it (Wijaya, 2019).
Manurung and Paath give an overview of Cryptocurrency: Russia and Iceland consider Cryptocurrencies illegal (Manurung & Paath, 2020). China allows people to use it as transactions on the internet. The United States and Singapore allow cryptocurrency transactions but impose taxes because cryptocurrencies are a form of commodity.

Library of Congress, as quoted, mentions several countries that have regulations related to the prohibition of cryptocurrencies, as follows:

Table 2. Banning Cryptocurrencies in the World

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute Ban</th>
<th>Implicit Prohibition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aljazair; Belivia; Mesir; Irak; Maroko; Nepal; Pakistan; Uni Emirat Arab</td>
<td>Bahrain; Bangladesh; Cina; Kolombia; Republic Dominika; Indonesia; Iran; Kuwait; Lesotho; Lithuania; Makau; Oman; Qatar; Arab Saudi; Taiwan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, cryptocurrency is obtained through mining, where it takes a computer with certain specifications, specific scripts, and certain networks to find blocks in the solving of cryptocurrency algorithms. The cryptocurrency mining system itself can be described as follows:

![Figure 3. Cryptocurrency Mining System](image)

Wardoyo said Bitcoin had made its function as an investment land, although its users know the various negative impacts that can arise, including a rapid and unpredictable decline in assets (Wardoyo et al., 2020). Tampi said the process of mining Bitcoin itself requires various supporting facilities and infrastructure, including computer capabilities and internet access (Tampi, 2017).

The pros and cons that occur related to cryptocurrency by (Azizah, 2020) are explained as follows:

Table 2. Pros and Cons of Cryptocurrency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRO</th>
<th>counter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bitcoin investments rival gold and other precious metals and have great potential to expand.</td>
<td>1. Existence of an exchange services company that collapsed (loss, bankruptcy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assets that will make a person a</td>
<td>2. Unexpected impairment decline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Millionaire
3. In the long run, assets are worth millions of dollars.  
3. There is no guarantee of loss.
4. Easily accessible via the internet  
4. Potential harm to asset owners who sell when the value drops and is unpredictable
5. A security that maintains privacy  
5. Potential for hacking
6. Fluctuating prices go up and continue to rise  
6. More emphasis on investment, open daily needs
7. Countries are starting to regulate cryptocurrencies.  
7. There are not many regulations that govern

Source: (Setiawan, 2020) (Azizah, 2020) (processed)

Yohandi said the advantages of Bitcoin in terms of investment are the lack of risk to inflation and the absence of intervention from third parties (Yohandi et al., 2017). It is further said that the problem of Cryptocurrency in Indonesia in Indonesia’s positive legal outlook there are at least 3 (three) main points, namely: first, the absence of legal protection so that all risks to Cryptocurrencies are borne by themselves. Second, the government’s lack of control and supervision so it is prone to illegal activity. Third, cryptocurrency exchange service providers have not been able to cooperate with the government.

Rani said in the prospect of law in Indonesia; Cryptocurrency can bring up various types of crimes, including threats to state security (Rani et al., 2021). On the other hand, Cryptocurrencies have a pattern of volatility clustering, where the risk of use is not constant or the potential for a significant and sudden decline (Setiawan, 2020). In line with this, (Huda & Hambali, 2020) mentions the volatility that occurs even to the extreme level, where this can cause momentary enthusiasm, potentially being the target of crime, and dependence on technology. High risk is commensurate with the high profits offered by cryptocurrency investments.

The legality of using cryptocurrency as a means of rupiah replacement transactions in Indonesia is a form of illegal payment (Honggowongso & Kholil, 2021). Cryptocurrency circulation and government control are needed affirmation if cryptocurrency is not recognized as a digital currency that can be converted into Rupiah (Ilyasa & Arifin, 2019). This is to realize that cryptocurrency has not been in a vague or a grey area status.

Cryptocurrencies are considered unsuitable for long-term investments. This is because there are thousands of digital currencies in circulation worldwide, but only a dozen are promising in terms of investment through fluctuations in value. Digital currency investments have different daily returns or returns, as illustrated as follows:
In contrast to the opinion that cryptocurrency is a promising investment asset, (Warsito, 2020) in his research, said that the Cryptocurrency market is not one of the effective markets. This is because the value can be analyzed from the price in the past. One example is Bitcoin, where other variables do not influence bitcoin's volatility but only by past prices. The thing that same indicated by ethereum type cryptocurrency.

From a positive legal perspective in Indonesia, Cryptocurrency can be explained as follows: (Wijaya, 2019)

1. Article 499 of the Civil Code: Cryptocurrency is a set of objects (electronic data) that have economic value and can be controlled
2. Article 504 of the Civil Code: Cryptocurrency falls into the category of intangibles
3. Article 505 of the Civil Code: Cryptocurrencies include moving objects.
4. Law No. 10 of 2011 on Commodity Futures Trading: Cryptocurrencies include commodity forms due to the characteristics of high volatility due to price fluctuations.

It is also said that although Bapepti has supervised PT. Indodax is a business actor in digital asset exchange services, but the community requires higher regulation of the level.

According to (Musyafah, 2020) mentions the main problem of Bitcoin in Indonesia lies in the legality aspect. Bitcoin has been widely recognized and used by the public in Indonesia but has not been recognized by the government. This recognition is important because the requirement of currency issuance is the recognition of local authorities or governments. Nababan mentions several conditions that must be met by an object to be referred to as a medium of exchange or money (Nababan, 2019), namely: Acceptability (generally accepted); Stability of value (stable value); Portability (light and easy to carry); Durability (durable); Uniformity (near the same quality); Security (limited and difficult to counterfeit); and Divisibility (easily divided without reducing in value).
One thing that needs to be considered in the preparation of aligned and in line regulations and does not overlap related to Cryptocurrencies is that it is also necessary to affirm cryptocurrency from the Islamic point of view. Ilyasa and Arifin quoted the Hadith of the Prophet who mentioned that (Ilyasa & Arifin, 2019):

"If the goods (barter objects) are different, then the dose may be as you please as long as it is cash" (HR. Muslim 4147).

This hadith signifies that cryptocurrency is a currency in the rules of Fiqh. Meanwhile, regarding favourable laws in Indonesia, disputes against Cryptocurrencies will be challenging to resolve in litigation or court, given the absence of consumer protection rules related to this (Julianti & Apriani, 2021).

In the perspective of the philosophical foundation, one part of muamalah is the financial economy (iqtishadiyah), where it becomes a joint responsibility with ulu al-Amri (Government) as the main person in charge (Asep Zaenal Ausop & Aulia, 2018). The government makes regulations taking into account the benefit of the people, considering that the times have created a new form of currency, which in the iqtishadiyah point of view is nuqud. The potential of negative that arises because of the existence of Cryptocurrencies is what needs to be made clear law (Fitriani, 2018).

Based on this description, this study aims to work on the legal basis of the use of Cryptocurrencies from the perspective of Islamic law.

**Methods**

This research uses a library or normative approach. The data sources used are literature studies, theories and research related to the focus of research, namely cryptocurrency about Islamic Law. Data analysis uses triangulation, including data collection, reduction, data grouping, and conclusions.

**Results And Discussion**

In Indonesia itself, learning from other countries, it is necessary to have regulations about Bitcoin transactions. This is useful in anticipating the impact that can occur. This regulation must regulate and know the identity of the account used in Bitcoin transactions (Tampi, 2017). Bhiantara noted the negative impact of using Cryptocurrencies more on the fraud process by offering investments in the value of Bitcoin (Bhiantara, 2018).

There are at least 2 (two) regulations governing Bitcoin itself, as said by (Yusup, 2020), namely: first, MUI Fatwa No. 116/DSN/-MUI/IX/2017 on Islamic electronic money. In this fatwa,
Bitcoin mining, circulation, and its designation in the perspective of sharia *maqashid* are prohibited or haram. This is because it contains elements of gambling or *maysir*. The investment offered by Bitcoin is the utilization of fluctuations in the value of Bitcoin itself. Thus in its conclusion, fatwa concluded that Bitcoin could not be an Islamic currency. *Second*, Bank Indonesia Regulation No. 20/6/PBI/2018 on electronic money states that Bitcoin is not a currency in units of rupiah due to its volatile value and is vulnerable to the risk of bubble or *bubble*. This decision is based on consideration of the absence of responsible institutions or authorities, the lack of *underlying assets* underlying the price of Bitcoin, and the low protection of consumers.

This is also based on Law No. 7 of 2011 on currencies, which states that the currency is the currency issued by the Government of Indonesia, referred to as Rupiah (Saputra, 2018). This makes Cryptocurrencies less developed in Indonesia due to the ban from Bank Indonesia on all transactions using Bitcoin. Rani said that if based on Law No. 7 of 2011, all transactions carried out are considered legally invalid (Rani et al., 2021).

Previously, Bank Indonesia has also issued Bank Indonesia Regulation No. 18/40/PBI/2016 on the implementation of payment transaction processing; and No. 19/12/PBI/2017 on the performance of financial technology, where there are no arrangements regarding virtual currency or cryptocurrency as digital products that can be used in transactions or traded through internet media (Amboro & Christi, 2019). In addition, the use of Cryptocurrencies can disrupt the economy’s stability because the Trend of Bitcoin can experience swelling in value. Bitcoin as part of the digital currency is thus not recognized and cannot be exchanged for rupiah, so Bitcoin is not a means of payment in Indonesia (Nababan, 2019).

The whole discussion related to cryptocurrency law in Islam puts it on the side of gharar and maysir. This is because digital currencies in many countries are not officially recognized as currencies (Azizah, 2020).

Islam asserts that property has at least 4 (four) elements, as quoted by (Zain, 2018), namely: *first*, has substances that can be seen and touched; *second*, it can be stored for a long time and does not change; *Third*, has a principle of benefits and does not have a mafsadat principle; and *fourth*, forms, such as money, vehicles, jewellery, etc. The cryptocurrency does not own these four things as a form of property, even though its value exceeds many valuables. It is also said that Bitcoin as a Cryptocurrency is prohibited considering that in the Fiqh rule, several criteria cannot be met by cryptocurrency, namely: *first*, *all-age bimaqasidiha* (according to the purpose); second, *al-maisur la yasqut bi al-ma'sur* (not easily fall under challenging times); and third, *ma la yatim al-wajib illa bihi fahuwa mandatory* (being a compulsory complement). The unfulfillment of cryptocurrencies is due to the negative potential that can arise. The prohibition of cryptocurrencies is based on the principle of *dar'u al-mafasid muqaddam ala jalb al-masalih* (preventing damage is prioritized) (Zain, 2018).
Related to Law No. 10 of 2011 on Commodity Futures Trading, which states that cryptocurrency is a commodity asset, in an Islamic perspective, it can be used the legal basis of *murabahah* (there is direct transaction); *tawarruq* agreement (there are goods for sale); and akad *taukil*, where there are representatives or givers and recipients of power of attorney in terms of buying and selling. In this case, PT. indodax is a means in the process of buying and selling (Kusuma, 2020: 118). Meanwhile, when viewed from various perspectives of scholars and regulations of Muslim countries, it can be explained as follows: (Kusuma, 2020)

1. Mufti Shaykh Shawki Allam, Egypt: Cryptocurrency is haram because its functions can be turned into illegal activities.
2. Turkish religious authorities: Cryptocurrency is haram due to the openness of potential for speculation (*gharar* and *maysir*).
3. Palestinian Fatwa Center: Cryptocurrency is haram because its publisher is unknown and is focused on gambling.
4. Shaykh Haitam, UK: Cryptocurrencies are prohibited and do not conform to Islamic sharia.
5. Syech Assim al-Hakeem, Saudi Arabia: Cryptocurrency is banned because it is the gateway to efficacy.
6. Indian Muslim Personal Law Council or AIMPLB: Cryptocurrency is un-Islamic.
7. Islamic Seminar Fatwa Center, South Africa: Cryptocurrency can be categorized as a currency and traded as long as it gets approval from local authorities or the government.
8. The Islamic Scholars Authority, Malaysia: approved the launch of GOLDX as a Cryptocurrency in response to the ambiguity of pricing.

Ilyasa and Arifin, in their conclusion, mentioned that the many debates about cryptocurrency about its law from the Islamic point of view, demanding the Muslim community to leave it (Ilyasa & Arifin, 2019). This is because the legal status of Cryptocurrency in Islam is still vague. On the other hand, there needs to be regulation from the Government of Indonesia that regulates the legality of this cryptocurrency, given the magnitude of potential that can be developed from it, while still not ruling out the negative side that can arise.

In agreement with the vague status of Cryptocurrencies, (Musyafah, 2020) mentions this raises concerns about open violations of favourable laws in Indonesia. In the lens of Al-Ghazali's Financial Theory, gold and silver can be used as a medium of exchange, considering there is value in it, not just its form. The same is true of Bitcoin, which, although only in the form of digital assets, has a value that can be used as a medium of exchange and gold and silver. This is reinforced by History, which records that Caliph Umar Ibn Khattab once proposed to make money from camel skins but cancelled considering camels are animals that could one day become extinct.
According to (Tektona & Safilia, 2020), applying Islamic law in cryptocurrency is *gharar* or uncertainty and haram. The illustration is *al-ashl* (buying a cat in a sack), *furū* (selling goods in the form of shadows and expectations), *’ilat* (unclear quality and quantity of goods). The consequences of this haram and *gharar* law are one of them is the prohibition of Bitcoin to be used in zakat payments, as stated in MUI Fatwa No. 13 of 2011 on zakat law on illegal property, which states that haram property cannot be used as a mandatory object of zakat. It is further said that there is another discourse that the Chairman has delivered of the MUI Da'wah Commission, Cholil Nafis, who mentioned cryptocurrency law as a medium of exchange for people to use and admit it. But as an investment tool, cryptocurrency is haram because it contains elements of speculation and gambling.

According to (Hamin, 2020) mentioning cryptocurrency in the view of Islamic Business is included in the criteria of haram li *ghairihi*. The objects traded contain obscurity, both in form, nature, value, quality, and quantity.

**Conclusion**

Cryptocurrency is one of the currencies circulating in cyberspace as a digital currency that can be traded and used as a transaction. The legal aspect of Cryptocurrency in Indonesia itself in the perspective of regulation of the Government of Indonesia is still fairly half-and-half. While from the standpoint of the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI), it is mentioned that cryptocurrency is haram in character contains elements of *maysir* or justice. On the other hand, the ever-evolving era demands a new understanding of the fiqh rules that answer the challenges of that era. Currently, cryptocurrency is categorized as haram but does not rule out the future cryptocurrency is stated otherwise. In Islamic studies, it is said that digital money is also an *’umlah* (currency). In the Book of *I’lam al-Mawaaqin*, Ibn Qayyim that fatwas can change with the changing times because everything comes from Allah.
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